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Abstract. Education is one of the defining areas of language policy, as on this level we can track the features of the practical implementation of language ideologies. In my study, I deal with the question of teaching the official language, i.e. Romanian, in schools where the working language is Hungarian. I outline a summing-up situation based on the macro indicators (following demographic, environmental aspects), then focus on the micro level related to the question under discussion, namely to what is happening in the classroom, paying special attention to the organization of the linguistic resources in classroom interaction. In order to have a deeper understanding of the phenomenon, I analyse 25 structured reflective diaries and try to identify what kind of local interpretations are there for code-switching in the classroom and what individual solutions are used by different teachers for organizing the learning process.
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Introductory remarks

In planning, regulating, and implementing language instruction, we can distinguish between three important levels (Shohami 2006): (i) the macro level is represented by language ideologies (language policies, language pedagogy, principles of language approaches), and they are enacted through laws and norms of language use; (ii) the intermediary level, where the regulation of content takes place in relation to the mentioned values, and this is echoed in the curriculum and school books; (iii) the level of “de facto” language policies, the level of language
use, which in case of formal learning is the scene of classroom interaction and of the true heuristic encounters. From the perspective of a developing personality, this level is the most defining context, yet the least accessible one.

From the point of view of language use, the school is the space where classroom register, the formal and informal language use, the language of instruction and that of the environment are present at the same time. What is more, the school is the spot where different languages are acquired. For example, in schools where the working language is different from the language of the majority, it is the context in which the native tongue, the official language of the state, and also foreign languages are taught and learnt.

The relations between various languages are approached by the different language teaching models in specific manners. Although each model is the carrier of local peculiarities, in the didactic approach to various languages we can distinguish between the following views: “dive-in” language learning (Gorter–Cenoz 2017); approaches based on dual language use (Gorter–Cenoz 2017, Pisnjak 2013); translanguaging language pedagogy (Garcia–Wei 2014, Wei 2018, Heltai 2017).

Looking at it from this perspective, mother tongue plays a supportive role in the acquisition of the second or third language as well. Acquiring the mother tongue (or family languages) takes place at the same time as getting acquainted with the world through the given culture and language (Tolcsvai 2015), and this process happens by following a model, in genuine language situations. “The acquisition of the second language happens when already familiar with the mother tongue, in the context of already being acquainted with the world, from the specific perspective of a given culture and language”1 (Tolcsvai 2015: 121).

In the following parts of the present paper, we will address the question of learning the official language of the country in the context of minority bilingualism, having in mind this rapport.

Romanian schools with Hungarian as the working language and the acquisition of Romanian

Among Hungarian communities living in Romania, which makes up around 6.1% of the total population of the country (based on the 2011 census), the acquisition of the Romanian language takes the following path (Tódor 2018): (a) besides the formal education, the proximate language environment (family, community) provides opportunities for spontaneous language learning and language use or
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1 Translation from Hungarian to English belongs to the author.
2 Data available online in Romanian: http://www.recensamantromania.ro/rezultate-2/ [02.02.2020].
(b) the acquisition of Romanian happens in institutional settings, the proportion of situations for using the language outside school being rather low. This latter case is characteristic for regions and settlements where the Hungarian minority is majoritarian. In this context, the communities under discussion have to choose between two dominant possibilities regarding schooling: (i) one possibility refers to situations where parents choose to send their children to a school where the working language is Romanian, first of all in order for the children to “have better chances” (Sorbán 2000); (ii) the other possibility represents an educational model which favours conservation of the mother tongue, a situation in which students learn Romanian language and literature as a distinct school subject (also working language). Naturally, different linguistic choices lead to different linguistic attitudes, different habits with respect to language use, different linguistic identities and forms of behaviour. The figure and map provided below illustrate the quantitative indicators of the two mentioned socializing paths, based on data collected in 2019–2020.

Concerning the percentage of students who chose to learn in Romanian, the following data is known, based on Barna et al. (2016): in 2011, the proportion of Hungarian children not learning in their mother tongue was estimated at around 12–14%.
role since knowledge of the official language shows strong relations with social status, building a successful career, furthermore being efficient in the economic sphere and labour market as well as with the ethnic distribution of different jobs (Sorbán 2014, Csata 2016).

Map 1. The distribution of Hungarian students
(based on data from 2019, 1 = 100%)

The acquisition of Romanian and the reform of curriculum

Based on the 2011 law and a 2017 ministerial order, in the Romanian education system there occurred a curricular parallel in regulating the content of the subject known as Romanian language and literature, since one subject (Romanian language and literature) was associated with two items of the curriculum (one for the native speakers of Romanian and another one for non-native speakers). Of course, school books have been developed based on these two curriculum items. Yet, the curricular parallel can be traced in the case of different generations too,

4 “5–8% of the differences concerning the income of individuals belonging to the Hungarian community in Transylvania can be explicitly explained by knowledge of Romanian” (Zsombor Csata 2019, retrieved from: https://penzcsinalok.transindex.ro/lokalis/20190418-mennyivel-keres-kevesebbet-az-aki-nem-tud-romanul – translation from Hungarian to English belongs to the author).
as in the above mentioned institutions we can distinguish between two types of generations: students who learned Romanian based on the old curriculum and those who followed the new one (at the end of the school year 2020–2021, the first assessment of the 8th grade students will take place based on the new curriculum). However, at this point, it can be stated that the success of the practical implementation of curriculum development can be reached by the cooperation of exterior (framework for organizing the learning process, principles for assessment and evaluation, etc.) and interior factors (preparedness of educators, motivational background, etc.). The main characteristic of the period between 2017 and 2020 was delegating the responsibility of organizing the learning process to the level of schools (and classrooms) and raising awareness of it.

The function of code-switching in classroom interactions

Classroom interaction is a specific form of creating meaning, as it is planned and guided (Hinkel 2006, Jessnera–Allgäuer-Hackl 2020). First of all, it is characterized by a sequence of purposeful speech situations and the co-existence of classroom language and the vernacular; furthermore, it is structured by short- and long-term objectives (e.g. arousing attention or developing skills). In order to put ideas of language pedagogy into practice on the macro level, teachers opt for different individual methodological and language use strategies. According to these choices, classroom interaction reflects individual interpretations of governing principles and of the hidden curriculum. Consequently, success or failure in the classroom is influenced by the participants themselves and the experience of meanings developed together (Bannink–Van Dam 2006; Teppo 2018). The characteristics of classroom interactions are shaped by the working language as well as by the dynamics of practices related to both teachers’ and students’ language use. The above mentioned decisions concerning language use result in dual speech situations, which are strongly structured by code-switching.

The phenomenon of code-switching has been dealt with by several research paradigms based on different approaches (Auer 1984): some used ethnographic or (structural) linguistic viewpoints, others investigated language attitudes concerning code-switching. Language configurations brought about by different speech situations carry the features of the relationship between different languages, and those of language acquisition as well (Bartha 1999, Navracsics 2000, Vančo 2019).

In fact, the above mentioned linguistic settings can be outlined along the functionality of the two languages activated in different contexts, where the organizing principle is the local meaning. Their functionality can be interpreted
from two different approaches, namely from the participants’ perspective on code-switching and from the discourse-centred point of view. In the discourse of bilingual speakers, Peter Auer (1984) distinguishes between alternative (intermittent) language use (or double language use) and situations of code-switching. In interpreting these switches, he adopts grammar-centred (pursuing the morphosyntactic features of code-switching), interaction-based (investigating the correlations between meanings and functions), and socio-linguistic (tracking the interpretation of the community’s code-switching) approaches.

As compared to speech situations outside school, classroom code-switching (Nikolov 2000, Lin 2008, Levine 2011) fulfils specific functions. During foreign language classes, it plays an important role in conveying the meaning, in ensuring comprehension, and in organizing learning. Research carried out by Cummins and Swain (1986) and Cummins (1981) prove the motivating force and the comprehension-facilitating function of code-switching occurring in classroom interaction as well as the balancing function of the target-language culture influence. Based on other research observing Romanian classes in schools where the working language is Hungarian (Tódor 2005), we found that in classroom interaction code-switching primarily appears on two important levels. On the one hand, planned code-switching can consciously facilitate achieving educational objectives (such as explanation, comparative view, or translation); on the other hand, unplanned code-switching can also be observed, and it can be related mostly to spontaneous speech situations and conveying messages of a more personal nature. In what follows, we will present the results of previously carried out research related to the topic (Tódor 2005, Tódor–Dégi 2018).

Based on previously analysed data, we can state that, as planning is concerned, the target language represents the medium for classroom language, and teachers tend to maintain this (Tódor–Dégi 2018). Usually, the proportion of the planned situations in which code-switching occurs is low; most often, students are the ones to initiate such speech situations, when personal implication is very important for the speakers, or there is an express need for quicker and more efficient communication. At the same time, we can also affirm that the use of code-switching for didactic purposes is a phenomenon that largely depends on the teacher, the class community, and the topic of the lesson.

Throughout the research, the question of using the proper notions arose quite often, namely if we should refer to the speech situations that emerged in the classroom as translanguaging or as code-switching. In her study, Rácz (2021) uses the term translanguaging to name the same situation. Although the term translanguaging is closely connected to classroom interaction, too (Cen William 1996, qtd. in Wei 2005), in my interpretation, in situations of asymmetric bilingualism in the classroom, we can speak about code-switching first of all since we are speaking about base-preserving bilingualism (Lanstyák 2006), in which code-switching concerns certain registers, and it also reflects linguistic relations. The features of linguistic production are shaped by speech intentions, and in our case they are also structured by specific learning objectives.
During the observed Romanian classes, the idea of keeping communication in L2 is strongly present in the discourse of the teacher. What is more, there is a kind of “specialization” concerning language use, which can be observed in different phases of the lesson. In speech situations, which are more controlled or routine-like, the target language is preferred, while code-switching occurs most often in practising free speech. The teaching language (especially in explanations) is the target language, yet understanding is often made easier by activating the mother tongue. In certain phases of the learning process, the exposure to the use of both languages is stronger. Such moments are, for example, maintaining discipline or proper understanding of certain tasks in organizing learning, cases in which the code-switching phenomenon or repeating sentences in the mother tongue occur more frequently in order to achieve a more accurate understanding.

To sum up, we can say that during Romanian classes we observed that we were able to distinguish between situations involving code-switching and parallel language use (where the teacher repeated the message both in L1 and L2) in classroom interaction.

The topic of the research

In the present paper, we focus on mapping the linguistic features of classroom interaction in order to get acquainted with the strategies concerning language use during Romanian classes in schools where the working language is Hungarian. In fact, we wanted to find out what individual solutions, what tools of communication are activated by teachers for achieving a more effective organization of classroom activity and in order for students to realize that the learning activity, the discovery process belongs to them. The research pursues individual and local interpretations of the phenomenon of code-switching, and it highlights the verbal dimensions in the mechanism of classroom interaction.

The characteristics of the communicative verbal situations differ from those of the written discourse (Manu 2008), and, implicitly, unilingual settings of communication differ from bilingual ones. In our approach, we were interested in the correlations of meaning constructed in the process of a dialogue, and we started from the hypothesis that the way people use linguistic resources performs certain functions in classroom interaction.

Tracking classroom interaction is also indicated by pedagogical culture since (at least on the level of declarations) we are investigating situations in the context of a communicative-functional approach in language learning, where communication skills are not only objectives but also tools. All those speech
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situations were considered units of analysis where, for one reason or another, the mother tongue also occurred beyond the use of the official language (L2).

The type of bilingualism we are investigating concerns students who have socialized in a dominant Hungarian environment (as illustrated in Map 1 and Figure 1), where respondents can be considered special additive bilinguals (multilinguals) yet the acquisition of the second language happens mainly in institutional, formal learning context. In the motivational background of the learning process, we can find further studies and the possibility for mobility on the one hand and a more effective social integration on the other. In the last few years, this type of language learning – which is based on instrumental motivation – has been reconfigured in a special way by the prestige and “learnability” of foreign languages, first of all by the prestige and “learnability” of English.

Research methodology

The phenomenon of code-switching in classroom interaction, which is the topic of the present investigation, has been addressed in previous phases of our research from different perspectives. In a study published in 2005, I summarized the experiences of a complex research in which the phenomenon was looked at from teachers’ and students’ perspectives, through qualitative data analysis (based on a questionnaire), but structured observation and focus group investigations were also adopted. Another paper, published in 2018, was based on the comparative analysis of data using the method of participant observation.

The present study focuses on a single language-learning context, namely the attitude towards language use during Romanian classes. This time, we were interested in the attitudes and judgment formulated by the teachers related to the topic; consequently, the data to be presented reflects their inner perspectives, and it attempts to provide a glimpse on what teachers think about the possibilities of code-switching, its advantages and disadvantages.

In the research, we have selected bilingual subjects, more exactly teachers of Romanian whose L1 is Hungarian, starting from the idea that in their case there is a higher probability for alternately activating the two different languages. The 25 respondents of our sample were selected from three different counties in Romania, and they were teaching Romanian language and literature in urban and rural areas where the Hungarian minority constitutes the majority population. One teacher works in a rural area and teaches simultaneous classes.

Considering their age, teachers are 26–48 years old, and there are three male and 22 female teachers. The respondent teachers have socialized in different university centres. We have selected the respondents using the snowball sampling
method: individuals involved in the research proposed other teachers to join the process of providing their opinions.

For collecting data, we have used the structured reflective diary, since in order to understand the phenomenon of language use properly, we thought it necessary to interpret the experienced attitudes, also to analyse their inner mechanisms. Choosing the structured reflective diary was justified, as this particular method provides opportunities for teachers to organize their reflective opinions (values, beliefs, attitudes, judgments) in a written form, based on their individual experiences (in our case, concerning language use). We are speaking about evocation based on introspection (for more on the introspective method, see Mackey–Gass 2005), which has advantages on the individual as well as on the community level. The method provides opportunities for using different tools; one of its most frequent variants is based on evocation supported by recorded material (e.g. video recordings). Beyond opportunities for implementation, the studies dealing with the theoretical background and research possibilities of the introspective method draw attention to its limitations (Kimmel 2006, qtd. in Sántha 2007) such as the following: lack of certain personality traits (self-confidence, open-mindedness, flexibility, self-esteem, down-to-earth self-assessment, well-developed communication skills, etc.) can act as a distorting factor in interpreting data; at the same time, it is important that the environment, the given context provide a supportive atmosphere for expressing individual opinions. We paid special attention to this latter aspect throughout the research, as we are investigating a matter concerning language use, which triggers at the same time banning and supporting attitudes in the educational culture.

**A few words about the research process**

Getting ready to start the structured reflective diary presented in the previous subsection was preceded by a discussion in which we clarified the most important notions (e.g. code-switching, reflective journal), and we asked the teachers to observe their students’ language use for two weeks and make reflective notes based on their observations, having in mind the following questions: (a) Has code-switching occurred? (b) If it has, how often? (c) What moment of the lesson can code-switching be related to? (d) What do teachers think about this phenomenon? (e) What advantages and disadvantages can they speak about? (f) In what conditions do the mentioned speech situations help the acquisition of the L2, and when do they hinder it?

It has to be mentioned at this point that we encountered one single diary entry referring to the attitude towards the method used in the research and which also signals the possible distorting function of self-observation: “In the period between
18 and 29 November 2019, I was a lot more conscious linguistically. Probably self-observation itself inevitably influenced the results of self-observation, though it worked as a kind of diagnosing process..." (4_19.11). The mentioned phenomenon is to be taken into account in the next phases of the research process as well.

Preparation for collecting data began in November 2019. We planned to set up representative teacher samples according to the types of settlements. However, as a result of the actions taken due to the pandemic, we were forced to reorganize data collection. Thus, by 12 May 2020, a number of 12 diaries were completed, and then in the period between September and October 2020 another 13 diaries, resulting in a total of 25 diaries available for analysis, since from the middle of March a chaotic subsequent period set in. Until the end of the school year, by 15 June, not every school managed to switch to real online learning. Consequently, we can find references to experiences with online learning only in the diaries that were completed during the later phase.

In the interpretation of the data, we have considered the ethno-methodological approach to be the most effective, as this approach builds from bottom to top. Consequently, we set off from the “knowledge” (set of norms) created and respected by the members of the community (Harklau 2005). Getting acquainted with this set of norms, mapping is only possible while observing interactions (talk-in-interaction, Auer 1998, Lazaraton 2005). We have analysed the diary entries based on main codes or main units (i.e. the key notions which occurred most often) and the subcodes related to them (thoughts, attitudes, emotions related to them).

Reflecting interpretation of code-switching in the classroom

The occurrence of code-switching and its frequency appeared among the questions to start diary entries with. Analysing the entries, we can observe that when dealing with numbers, we have to interpret them very flexibly since these proportions might turn over even in the case of the same class community in the different phases of the learning process. The mentioned proportion is influenced to a great extent by internal factors such as (a1) the content of the lesson (the proportion of code-switching or the parallel use of two languages also increases with the frequency of grammatical notions) or (a2) the level of difficulty of the texts (explaining unknown words); also, certain external factors are mentioned, for example (b) students’ age or the level of studies (the younger the students...
are, the more often the parallel use of two languages appears) or (c) the level of language proficiency (beginners, advanced learners), etc. According to the answers provided by the respondents, we can state that the lower the level of the target language is, the more frequent code-switching becomes; and the more abstract the selected knowledge is, the more frequent the situations are when both languages are activated.

As opposed to previous research results, it seems more prominent in the reflective diaries that in the respondents’ opinion the vast proportion of code-switching serves an unplanned didactic objective. These events are primarily called forth by certain situations of communication, and thus they are mainly attitudes towards a concrete situation. In the diary entries, the frequent codes, or indicators, that refer to this issue are the following: “it is shaped by a situation in the classroom” (25_21.03); it is defined by “the dynamics of the lesson or discussion” (9_20.02); “… it is brought forth by the situation itself; they understand the same explanation in one classroom but not in the other…” (7_20.02).

According to the respondents’ view, the planned nature of code-switching can primarily refer to moments of the lesson aiming at explanation, at the comprehension of the presented knowledge: “In advance, I always mark in my notes the more difficult expressions and my explanations (...) the rest is brought in by the given situation…” (5_20.01).

Based on the presented data, it can be concluded that in the situations under investigation the language of instruction is the target language, while the language of learning and understanding carries individual and community-related features, according to the students’ level of language proficiency. Thus, a specific language use configuration is activated, which is primarily justified by creating the local experience of meaning. In different phases of the learning process, the way linguistic resources are activated and organized plays a specific didactic or interpersonal role.

**Decisions concerning language choice in different classroom situations**

Decisions concerning language choice are defined by the main objectives of the given moment in the language classroom. The figure below presents the ratio of the most important phases in organizing the learning process and code-switching, based on the diary entries of the respondents.
As displayed in the summing-up figure above, according to teachers’ judgment, there are prominent moments and speech situations during language classes that can project the activation of L1 resources more frequently. Such a moment is the stage of explanations, where old and new meet. Capitalizing on the knowledge acquired in the mother tongue, this becomes the tool of efficiency in the comprehension process, and it results in code-switching. “Especially when
it comes to explaining words or concepts, because there are certain words, for example, in fairy tales or in classic texts of Romanian literature, where students understand better if they hear the expression which occurs in the Hungarian version” (7_20.02). “The use of L1 is required when explaining new concepts, especially if they have not learnt about it in their mother tongue, mainly in the 5th and 6th grades, but not exclusively” (15_20.02).

Based on the individual teaching experiences described in the diaries, the role of the code-switching traceable in the explanation can be illustrated in the net of concepts below.

Below we present a few illustrative diary entries:

a) related to explaining words or concepts:

“In the case of unknown words, I also use code-switching when it is a lot easier to reveal the Hungarian term than explaining it round and round and, eventually, ending up forced to say it in Hungarian” (1_19.11). “We do not translate the words but try to come up with at least two synonyms. If there is no synonym, we use the new words in sentences, I describe them to the students, and they have to deduce their meaning. We often associate the words with something, for example, with a similar sounding” (4_19.12).

b) related to grammatical notions:

“I always explain grammar rules in Hungarian. We usually discuss practical parts in both languages...” (4_19.12). “In the new curriculum, we don’t have the kind of grammar that I still teach in the 8th grade; thus, explanations in Hungarian still occur mainly in this class and most often related to grammar issues...” (3_19.12).

c) translation, corresponding concepts:

“In case I can’t explain something using body language and all, I translate a word or two, but as a rule of the thumb I do not translate anything” (15_20.02). “I sometimes translate Hungarian sentences into Romanian so that they understand, for example, the correct use of tenses...” (9_20.02).

Beyond explanations, organizing the learning process, discussing different tasks result quite often in parallel language use or situations of code-switching. Instructions are uttered in both languages, especially in lower grades, so that there is “less misunderstanding” (as one of the teachers puts it). In assigning homework, code-switching is used only in situations when comprehension is really hindered: “I always assign homework in Romanian. However, if I feel that it is necessary, I also explain in Hungarian what students are expected to do...” (15_20.02). In situations of communication that focus on evaluation, code-switching or using both of the languages in parallel aim at a higher level of consciousness. “If there is a frequent mistake, I always draw attention to it in Hungarian, as they understand better in Hungarian why something is not right [...] so that they don’t commit the same mistake twice...” (10_20.02).
In informal speech situations, a wide range of examples of code-switching can be outlined. Such cases are, for example, situations based on playfulness, humour, or even irony, situations in which students’ language level plays a key role in understanding them. “In order for the students to get the pun, they have to speak a given language well” (12_20.02). In spontaneous speech situations, the lack of linguistic knowledge might lead to activating resources in the mother tongue. Here is an example of such nature:9 “A: B, așteaptă eu! [B, wait I!] / (B looks at her, doesn’t understand and has no reaction.) / T: A, what did you want to say? / A: I wanted to ask him to help me. / T: But A, așteaptă means to wait; help is ajută. / A: So, that is why he has never helped me! (laughter)”.

Looking at the relationship between L1 and L2 in the presented classroom interactions, we can conclude that there are four types of dominant behaviour when it comes to language use during Romanian classes: (a) a purposeful parallel use of both languages when a certain content is presented in the target language and then in the mother tongue in order for the “weaker students to catch up” and to support the experience of accurate meaning; (b) a communication-organizing strategy that redirects students to the target language in contexts where the student is speaking in Hungarian and the teacher answers them in the target language; (c) the most frequent speech situations are the so-called “in-between languages” code-switching situations, when activating the L1 resource aims at a more effective meaning production, or it is motivated by the use of some special terminology in the target language (e.g. “Which is the predicat [predicate] here?); (d) translating as a (comparative) method of language learning. At the same time, there also occur spontaneous, unintentional, context-dependent code-switching situations, which mainly indicate interpersonal experiences of meaning.

Based on the descriptions, we can also state that there is a conscious pedagogical attitude that builds on revealing the correspondences between the two languages, as well as a less conscious, context-shaped code-switching speech process in which the controlled feature of the situation is influenced by language routines or habits related to language use, too.

To what extent is code-switching effective in classroom communication?

In the last two decades of the Hungarian education system in Romania, the question of acquiring the official language of the country more effectively has
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9 Speech situation evoked by the third informant. The initials (A, B) replace people’s names, while T marks the teacher. We are dealing with a classroom interaction in a rural area, where a new student has just arrived in the 7th grade. The new student’s L1 is Romanian, having little knowledge of Hungarian.
been redefined multiple times. Although a new curriculum has been introduced, its effects will be visible and analysable in the following years. In the present conditions in education, the question emerging rather frequently is to what extent the time invested in the learning process leads to the acquisition of a functional knowledge. In order to have an insight in how educators perceive the indicators of efficiency in the educational process, it was important to outline what advantages and disadvantages of code-switching in classroom interaction had been highlighted. The key terms associated with the advantages are displayed in the net of concepts below and are summarized in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Net of concepts illustrating the advantages of code-switching

In what follows, a few illustrative remarks from the diary entries are presented. “Its advantage is that the teacher knows what competences the students have in their mother tongue, what can be built on, what differences should be pointed out, and what typical mistakes might occur with Hungarian students. Teachers can bring together the two cultures, as they are acquainted with the traditions and cultural treasures of both nations” (17_20.09). “Its advantage is that it makes explanations more comprehensible, yet its disadvantage is that instead of communicating in the target language, it would turn classwork into a sort of translation exercise…” (5_20.01). “Translating one or two key terms might lead the students towards the solution” (10_20.02).

In the teachers’ views, it appears to be a disadvantage if code-switching preserves students’ thinking in their mother tongue or if it results in the “comfort” of unilingualism, though the fear from being held responsible or the idea of wasting time also occurs. On the whole, according to the diary entries, code-switching is not considered to be an effective solution, as it leaves less time for
practising the target language. Planned speech situations in the classroom are one of the best possibilities for practising their L2 in the case of these students. “I think that in order for teaching Romanian to be more effective, we need to reduce the use of the mother tongue to a minimum during Romanian classes” (13_20.02). In the figure below, we illustrate the considerations associated with the disadvantages of code-switching.

![Figure 5. Disadvantages of code-switching, N = 25](image)

In what follows, a few illustrative remarks are presented.

“The disadvantage is that students are not taken out of their comfort zones, so they do not try to understand instructions but rather ask questions in their mother tongue” (3_19.11). “In my opinion, the only disadvantage of code-switching is that in such cases we use Hungarian, and students don’t develop their reflex to answer questions or solve tasks in Romanian. In turn, this is balanced by its huge advantage that we can easily and time-efficiently avoid any kind of misunderstanding or not understanding anything” (1_19.11).

**To what extent can code-switching be used effectively before transforming the language class into a mere “translation task”?**

The responses presented in the previous subchapter of the paper discussed the wide range of code-switching situations in classroom interactions. Yet, it is important to determine to what extent their effective use in language classrooms can be considered. Based on the opinions recorded in the diaries, we can
affirm that when considering the effectiveness of code-switching in classroom interactions, certain indicators are to be highlighted. Code-switching is effective:

1. “...when used for understanding new information, so not constantly (e.g. for translating every word, simple questions or instructions, etc.)” (16_20.11);
2. “... if I have to help a student who has real linguistic impediments...” (4_19.11);
3. “... until they do not ask for an explanation because it is more comfortable...” (11_20.02).

On the whole, it can be concluded that the phenomenon is effective until it leads to the comfort of unilingualism, while it supports comprehension processes in the target language, and it also stimulates the activation of target-language-based mental skills. Based on what has been stated so far, it can also be affirmed that in the judgement of the code-switching phenomenon a dual attitude has been outlined among our teacher respondents. In general, the educators do not consider it right when L1 resources appear too frequently in the context of practising L2. The use of code-switching is motivated by effective word comprehension or concept definition, by a quicker grasp of meaning, and by creating a safe emotional atmosphere for language learning.

In minority schools, code-switching also reflects the relationship between the given languages. Language use in schools might strengthen or soften the idea that code-switching serves the coordination of linguistic knowledge or language skills and the knowledge acquired in the mother tongue.

Conclusions

The reflective nature of the summed up results points out that during Romanian classes in minority schools knowledge in the mother tongue, as a supportive background, plays an important role in experiencing different meanings. However, the organization of linguistic resources is structured by local productions of meaning. The mapped speech processes reflect the complementary and supportive nature of the way linguistic resources function.

The classroom implementation of the present curriculum requirements results in the following bilingual arrangements: (a) interactions with the purposeful parallel use of both languages; (b) “in-between languages” code-switching situations; (c) translation as method for language learning; (d) unintentional code-switching, influenced by spontaneous speech situations.

According to the respondents, the use of code-switching in language classrooms is beneficial until it supports comprehension processes in the second language and stimulates the activation of target-language-based mental skills. In this correlation, there is need for developing and operating a viable bi- or multilingualism, where
the mother tongue supports the acquisition of a second or third language, while the second or third language relates to the L1 culture with acceptance, so the mother tongue is considered a resource and not as an impediment. Thus, classroom interaction strengthens the acquisition of a functional institutional linguistic knowledge and the foundation of a supportive emotional background.
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